Tank schematic

The standard "tank-type" water heater is found in most homes, and with just a little
maintenance, it can provide years of trouble-free operation. Tank-type water heaters are
available in both gas and electric versions, but the gas models are more prevalent thanks to
their lower initial cost and lower operating cost. As the name suggests, a tank-type water heater
heats cold water and stores the hot water until it is needed by various plumbing fixtures and
appliances in the home. A gas water heater works by a law of physics knowns as convectionâ€”
which defines how heat rises. As the water grows warmer, it rises in the tank, where it is drawn
off by the hot water discharge pipe to provide hot water wherever it is called for. The hot water
discharge pipe is much shorter than the dip tube, since its goal is to funnel off the hottest water,
which is found at the very top of the tank. The hollow flue is fitted with a spiral metal baffle that
captures heat and transmits it to the surrounding water to maximize the efficiency of the
appliance. A close examination of each component demonstrates the ingenious simplicity of the
traditional tank-type gas water heater. The tank of a water heater consists of a steel outer jacket
that encloses a pressure-tested water storage tank. In most designs, a spiral metal baffle inside
the flue captures heat from the exhaust gases and transmits it to the surrounding tank. Between
the inner storage tank and the outer tank jacket is a layer of insulation designed to reduce heat
loss. These are inexpensive and easy to install, but it is important to avoid blocking the burner
access panel and the flue hat at the top of the tank. The anode rod is bolted and fastened to the
top of the tank and extends deep into the tank. Its purpose is to draw rust-causing ions in the
water to itself, thus preventing the metal tank from corroding. Some models do not have a
separate anode rod but instead have a hot water outlet pipe that is coated with magnesium or
aluminum to serve the function of an anode. If hot water coming from faucets becomes smelly
or discolored, it may be an indication that the anode rod has been consumed. Replacing an
anode rod is a fairly easy DIY project. Fitted to the top of the tank, there are two water pipesâ€”a
cold water supply pipe and a hot water discharge pipe. It is important to know where the water
supply shutoff valve is located so you can close it when maintenance is required. Shutting off
the cold water supply effectively shuts off the water flow entirely, since it is the pressure from
the cold water entering the tank that keeps the hot water flowing outward. In many installations,
the cold water supply shutoff valve will be identified by a blue handle. The hot water discharge
pipe may also have a shutoff valve, often identified by a red handle. It is important to know
where this gas shutoff valve is located, so you can turn off the gas in emergencies or to make
repairs. From the gas regulator, gas flows to the gas burner assembly, which you can access
through a metal panel on the bottom of the water heater's outer casing. This assembly includes
the pilot light and gas burner itself. The pilot light and burner adjustment are key to proper and
energy-efficient operation of the water heater. The pilot light includes a key component known
as a thermocouple â€”a small valve that converts heat to an electrical impulse. On newer water
heaters, this component is known as a flame sensor. The thermocouple or flame sensor is a key
safety feature, since it senses the presence of the pilot flame and prevents gas from flowing to
the burner if there is no pilot flame to ignite it. Replacing a thermocouple or flame sensor is a
fairly easy job. It exhausts combustion gases from the gas burner, and it serves as a type of
heat exchanger helping to heat the water in the tank. The flue must be properly exhausted to the
outdoors, and there are specific code requirements for the construction of the flue. It operates
like the radiator cap on your car. The purpose of this valve is to relieve excessive temperature
or pressure build-up inside the tank if it approaches the limit of the tank's design. This valve is
located on top of the tank and often is threaded directly into the tank top itself. To test the valve,
lift up on the handle slightly; tank water should discharge out of the overflow pipe. The hot
water tank can build up sediments in the bottom of the tank over time, leading to a number of
problems. A water heater full of sediments will not heat efficiently, and you may hear bubbling,
gurgling sounds caused by the moisture-saturated sediments boiling. By periodically draining
the tank using the tank drain valve , these sediments are removed and problems are avoided.
Flushing a tank isn't particularly hard. In This Article Expand. The Tank. Inside the Tank. Gas
Regulator and Burner Assembly. Exhaust Flue. Tank Drain Valve. Tank-Type Gas Water Heaters
The standard "tank-type" water heater is found in most homes, and with just a little
maintenance, it can provide years of trouble-free operation. Read More. Written by Johnathan R.
They just have very different ways of performing their functions. Additionally, in a
brick-and-mortar home, maintenance is minimal. You might have to fix a broken pipe. The water
pump pressurizes the water lines, much like a heart to the circulatory system. It is located just
outside of the fresh water tank, where it pulls the water through itself and into the water main. If
something goes wrong and you spring a leak, you will want to be there to limit the damage.
Water pumps are on-demand devices. There are three tanks in an RV; four if you count the
water heater. One is for fresh water. The other two tanks store contaminated waters until you
can release them into the city sewer system. The dirty water tanks are called grey water and

black water, and we will talk about those further below. Some water pumps need a bit of extra
help. In some systems, the water pressure stays a bit too low. To combat this, the pump rapidly
cycles on and off to remedy that lack of pressure. Accumulator tanks are the solution to this
problem. Using a pre-pressurized air bladder, these devices add the needed pressure to the
lines, so the water pump will not need to cycle on again. This added pressure eases the burden
on the pump and extends its life. Accumulator Tanks can be installed anywhere within the
pressurized parts of the pipelines. If you look at the RV plumbing diagram, it can be placed
anywhere on the hot orange or cold blue lines. RV water heaters are powered by propane,
electricity, or both. As the water warms, it rises to the top of the tank. When a faucet or shower
needs hot water, that water is pulled from the top of that tank and into the hot water lines. The
emptying tank reduces the pressure of the plumbing system, which triggers the pump to refill
the pipes and hot water tank with more water. The water heater should never be turned on
unless the plumbing is pressurized. The heating element will burn itself out without water to
conduct the heat away from itself. It can take less than a minute before its copper components
begin to melt. As the name implies, the fresh water tank holds the drinkable potable water.
There are typically two ways to fill it and three ways to drain it. When you clean the dishes,
wash your hands, or take a shower, the grey tank is where the dirty water goes. The black tank
holds all of the toilet water and its accompanying human waste. The grey and black tanks come
equipped with vents that extend out of the roof of the RV. These vents prevent the unpleasant
smells from building up and eventually entering back into the RV. Most of the modern RVs have
an inlet to the black tank called a black tank flush. It is a port designed to flush out any filth that
is refusing to slide out of the tank. Just hold a hose to the port and let the water do its work.
They are an inexpensive purchase, easy to install, and they can make a day at the dump station
a bit easier. The high-pressure stream can help to dislodge any cemented fecal matter. There
are two main types of tank monitors that you will commonly come across. This is the sensor
type that is illustrated on the RV plumbing diagram. The probe-sensor type uses three or four
sensors that are mounted onto the sides of a tank. The sensors mounted on the tank have
probes that pierce through the tank at heights that correspond with the percentage that they
signify. Those probes contain incomplete circuitry. When water levels rise and make contact
with the circuitry, it completes the connection and turns on the light on the monitor. Although
clever, this is a highly inaccurate system. Many full-timers decide to replace it with the second
type. This monitoring system places a strip of ultrasonic sensors on the outside of the tank.
You will probably appreciate it more if you spend a lot of time boondocking in your RV. Search
Menu. Contents show. Water Heater. Fresh Water System. Water Tank Monitors. I am a well
traveled Marine Corps veteran that enjoys the outdoor and nomadic lifestyle that RV living
provides. As the founder of Camperguide. Close Camperguide. Share via. Facebook Messenger.
Copy Link. Powered by Social Snap. Copy link. Copy Copied. A septic tank is an underground
chamber made of concrete, fiberglass, or plastic through which domestic wastewater sewage
flows for basic treatment. They can be used in areas that are not connected to a sewerage
system, such as rural areas. The treated liquid effluent is commonly disposed in a septic drain
field , which provides further treatment. Nonetheless, groundwater pollution may occur and can
be a problem. The term "septic" refers to the anaerobic bacterial environment that develops in
the tank that decomposes or mineralizes the waste discharged into the tank. Septic tanks can
be coupled with other onsite wastewater treatment units such as biofilters or aerobic systems
involving artificially forced aeration. The rate of accumulation of sludgeâ€”also called septage
or fecal sludge â€”is faster than the rate of decomposition. A septic tank consists of one or
more concrete or plastic tanks of between and litres 1, and 2, gallons ; one end is connected to
an inlet wastewater pipe and the other to a septic drain field. Generally these pipe connections
are made with a T pipe, allowing liquid to enter and exit without disturbing any crust on the
surface. Today, the design of the tank usually incorporates two chambers, each equipped with
an access opening and cover, and separated by a dividing wall with openings located about
midway between the floor and roof of the tank. Wastewater enters the first chamber of the tank,
allowing solids to settle and scum to float. The settled solids are anaerobically digested,
reducing the volume of solids. The liquid component flows through the dividing wall into the
second chamber, where further settlement takes place. The excess liquid, now in a relatively
clear condition, then drains from the outlet into the septic drain field , also referred to as a leach
field, drain field or seepage field, depending upon locality. A percolation test is required prior to
installation to ensure the porosity of the soil is adequate to serve as a drain field. The remaining
impurities are trapped and eliminated in the soil , with the excess water eliminated through
percolation into the soil, through evaporation , and by uptake through the root system of plants
and eventual transpiration or entering groundwater or surface water. A piping network, often
laid in a stone-filled trench see weeping tile , distributes the wastewater throughout the field

with multiple drainage holes in the network. The size of the drain field is proportional to the
volume of wastewater and inversely proportional to the porosity of the drainage field. The entire
septic system can operate by gravity alone or, where topographic considerations require, with
inclusion of a lift pump. Certain septic tank designs include siphons or other devices to
increase the volume and velocity of outflow to the drainage field. These help to fill the drainage
pipe more evenly and extend the drainage field life by preventing premature clogging or
bioclogging. An Imhoff tank is a two-stage septic system where the sludge is digested in a
separate tank. This avoids mixing digested sludge with incoming sewage. Also, some septic
tank designs have a second stage where the effluent from the anaerobic first stage is aerated
before it drains into the seepage field. A properly designed and normally operating septic
system is odor-free. Besides periodic inspection and emptying, a septic tank should last for
decades with minimal maintenance, with concrete, fiberglass, or plastic tanks lasting about 50
years. Waste that is not decomposed by the anaerobic digestion must eventually be removed
from the septic tank. Otherwise the septic tank fills up and wastewater containing
undecomposed material discharges directly to the drainage field. Not only is this detrimental for
the environment but, if the sludge overflows the septic tank into the leach field, it may clog the
leach field piping or decrease the soil porosity itself, requiring expensive repairs. When a septic
tank is emptied, the accumulated sludge septage , also known as fecal sludge [8] is pumped out
of the tank by a vacuum truck. How often the septic tank must be emptied depends on the
volume of the tank relative to the input of solids, the amount of indigestible solids, and the
ambient temperature because anaerobic digestion occurs more efficiently at higher
temperatures , as well as usage, system characteristics and the requirements of the relevant
authority. Some health authorities require tanks to be emptied at prescribed intervals, while
others leave it up to the decision of an inspector. Some systems require pumping every few
years or sooner, while others may be able to go 10â€”20 years between pumpings. An older
system with an undersize tank that is being used by a large family will require much more
frequent pumping than a new system used by only a few people. Anaerobic decomposition is
rapidly restarted when the tank is refilled. Services for desludging should not empty a septic
tank completely but leave some settled solids in the septic tank to leave some of the microbial
populations in place to continue the anaerobic degradation processes. Another option is
"scheduled desludging" of septic tanks which has been initiated in several Asian countries
including the Philippines, Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia, and India. The maintenance of a septic
system is often the responsibility of the resident or property owner. Some forms of abuse or
neglect include the following:. Septic tank additives have been promoted by some
manufacturers with the aim to improve the effluent quality from septic tanks, reduce sludge
build-up and to reduce odors. These additivesâ€”which are commonly based on " effective
microorganisms "â€”are usually costly in the longer term and fail to live up to expectations.
While a properly maintained and located septic tank poses no higher amount of environmental
problems than centralized municipal sewage treatment, [16] certain problems could arise with a
septic tank in an unsuitable location, and septic tank failures are typically more expensive to fix
or replace than municipal sewer. Some constituents of wastewater, especially sulfates , under
the anaerobic conditions of septic tanks, are reduced to hydrogen sulfide , a pungent and toxic
gas. Methane may also be released. Nitrates and organic nitrogen compounds can be reduced
to ammonia. Septic tanks by themselves are ineffective at removing nitrogen compounds that
have potential to cause algal blooms in waterways into which affected water from a septic
system finds its way. This can be remedied by using a nitrogen-reducing technology, [17] or by
simply ensuring that the leach field is properly sited to prevent direct entry of effluent into
bodies of water. The fermentation processes cause the contents of a septic tank to be anaerobic
with a low redox potential, which keeps phosphates in a soluble and, thus, mobilized form.
Phosphates discharged from a septic tank into the environment can trigger prolific plant growth
including algal blooms, which can also include blooms of potentially toxic cyanobacteria. The
soil's capacity to retain phosphorus is usually large enough to handle the load through a
normal residential septic tank. An exception occurs when septic drain fields are located in
sandy or coarser soils on property adjacent to a water body. Because of limited particle surface
area, these soils can become saturated with phosphates. Phosphates will progress beyond the
treatment area, posing a threat of eutrophication to surface waters. In areas with high
population density, groundwater pollution beyond acceptable limits may occur. Some small
towns experience the costs of building very expensive centralized wastewater treatment
systems because of this problem, due to the high cost of extended collection systems. To
reduce residential development that might increase the demand to construct an expensive
centralized sewerage system, building moratoriums and limitations on the subdivision of
property are often imposed. Ensuring existing septic tanks are functioning properly can also be

helpful for a limited time, but becomes less effective as a primary remediation strategy as
population density increases. In the European Union the EN standard provides the general
requirements for packaged and site assembled treatment plants used for domestic wastewater
treatment. Part 1 EN is for septic tanks that are prefabricated or factory manufactured and made
of polyethylene , glass reinforced polyester , polypropylene , PVC-U , steel or concrete. Part 4
EN regulates septic tanks that are assembled in situ from prefabricated kits, generally of
concrete construction. Certified septic tanks of both types must pass a standardized hydraulic
test to assess their ability to retain suspended solids within the system. Additionally, their
structural adequacy in relevant ground conditions is assessed in terms of water-tightness,
treatment efficiency, and structural behaviour. The legal framework for regulating the
construction and maintenance of septic systems was introduced in and updated in and with the
intent to establish the technical requirements applicable to individual sewerage systems.
Following the introduction of EN , the discharge of effluent directly into ditches or watercourses
is prohibited, unless the effluent meets prescribed standards. According to the Census of
Ireland , Following a European Court of Justice judgment made against Ireland in that deemed
the country non-compliant with the Waste Framework Directive in relation to domestic
wastewaters disposed of in the countryside, the Water Services Amendment Act was passed in
order to regulate wastewater discharges from domestic sources that are not connected to the
public sewer network and to provide arrangements for registration and inspection of existing
individual domestic wastewater treatment systems. Additionally, a code of practice has been
developed by the Environmental Protection Agency to regulate the planning and construction of
new septic tanks, secondary treatment systems, septic drain fields and filter systems. Since ,
only certain property owners in England and Wales with septic tanks or small packaged sewage
treatment systems need to register their systems, and either apply for a permit or qualify for an
exemption with the Environment Agency. A septic tank discharging into a watercourse must be
replaced or upgraded by 1 January to a Sewage Treatment Plant also called an Onsite sewage
facility , or sooner if the property is sold before this date, or if the Environment Agency EA finds
that it is causing pollution. In Northern Ireland , the Department of the Environment must give
permission for all wastewater discharges where it is proposed that the discharge will go to a
waterway or soil infiltration system. The discharge consent will outline conditions relating to the
quality and quantity of the discharge in order to ensure the receiving waterway or the
underground aquifer can absorb the discharge. The Water Environment Regulations regulate
the registration of septic tank systems in Scotland. Proof of registration is required when new
properties are being developed or existing properties change ownership. In Australia, septic
tank design and installation requirements are regulated by State Governments, through
Departments of Health and Environmental Protection Agencies. Regulation may include Codes
of Practice [33] [34] and Legislation. Capacity requirements for septic tanks may be outlined
within Codes of Practice, and can vary between states. In many council districts e. Sunshine
Coast septic systems have been banned and need to be replaced with much more expensive
small scale sewage treatment systems that actively pump air into the tank producing an aerobic
environment. According to the US Environmental Protection Agency , in the United States it is
the home owners' responsibility to maintain their septic systems. In Washington , for example, a
"shellfish protection district" or "clean water district" is a geographic service area designated
by a county to protect water quality and tideland resources. The district provides a mechanism
to generate local funds for water quality services to control non-point sources of pollution, such
as septic system maintenance. The district also serves as an educational resource, calling
attention to the pollution sources that threaten shellfish growing waters. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article is about a septic tank. For the band of the same name, see Septic
Tank band. Further information: Fecal sludge management. Further information: Pit additives.
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A buried, watertight tank designated and constructed to receive and partially treat raw domestic
sanitary wastewater. Heavy solids settle to the bottom of the tank while greases and lighter
solids float to the top. View and download a larger version of this diagram. A decentralized
wastewater treatment system consisting of a septic tank and a trench or bed subsurface
wastewater infiltration system drainfield. A conventional septic system is typically installed at a
single-family home or small business. The name refers to the construction of the drainfield.
With this design, effluent is piped from the septic tank to a shallow underground trench of stone
or gravel. A geofabric or similar material is then placed on top of the trench so sand, dirt, and
other contaminants do not enter the clean stone. Gravelless drainfields have been widely used
for over 30 years in many states and have become a conventional technology replacing gravel
systems. They take many forms, including open-bottom chambers, fabric-wrapped pipe, and
synthetic materials such as expanded polystyrene media. The gravelless systems can be
manufactured with recycled materials and offer a significant savings in carbon footprint. An
example of a gravelless system is the chamber system. The primary advantage of the chamber
system is increased ease of delivery and construction. They are also well suited to areas with
high groundwater tables, where the volume of influent to the septic system is variable e. This
type of system consists of a series of connected chambers. The area around and above the
chambers is filled with soil. Pipes carry wastewater from the septic tank to the chambers. In the
chambers, the wastewater comes into contact with the soil. Microbes on or near the soil treat
the effluent. The disadvantage of the drip distribution system is that it requires a large dose
tank after the septic tank to accommodate the timed dose delivery of wastewater to the drip
absorption area. Additional components, such as electrical power, are necessary for this
system, requiring an added expense and increased maintenance. Aerobic Treatment Units ATUs
use many of the same processes as a municipal sewage plant, but on a smaller scale. An
aerobic system injects oxygen into the treatment tank. The additional oxygen increases natural
bacterial activity within the system that then provides additional treatment for nutrients in the
effluent. Some aerobic systems may also have a pretreatment tank and a final treatment tank
including disinfection to further reduce pathogen levels. The benefits of this system are that it
can be used in homes with smaller lots, inadequate soil conditions, in areas where the water
table is too high, or for homes close to a surface water body sensitive to contamination by
nutrients contained in wastewater effluent. Regular life-time maintenance should be expected
for ATUs. Mound systems are an option in areas of shallow soil depth, high groundwater, or
shallow bedrock. The constructed sand mound contains a drainfield trench. Effluent from the
septic tank flows to a pump chamber where it is pumped to the mound in prescribed doses.
Treatment of the effluent occurs as it discharges to the trench and filters through the sand, and
then disperses into the native soil. While mound systems can be a good solution for certain soil
conditions, they require a substantial amount of space and periodic maintenance. Sand filter
systems can be constructed above or below ground. Effluent flows from the septic tank to a
pump chamber. It is then pumped to the sand filter. The sand filter is often PVC-lined or a
concrete box filled with a sand material. Effluent is pumped under low pressure through the
pipes at the top of the filter. The effluent leaves the pipes and is treated as it filters through the
sand. The treated wastewater is then discharged to the drainfield. Sand filters provide a high
level of treatment for nutrients and are good for sites with high water tables or that are close to

water bodies, but they are more expensive than a conventional septic system.
Evapotranspiration systems have unique drainfields. The base of the evapotranspiration system
drainfield is lined with a watertight material. After the effluent enters the drainfield, it evaporates
into the air. Unlike other septic system designs, the effluent never filters to the soil and never
reaches groundwater. Evapotranspiration systems are only useful in specific environmental
conditions. The climate must be arid and have adequate heat and sunlight. These systems work
well in shallow soil; however, they are at risk of failure if it rains or snows too much. A
constructed wetland mimics the treatment processes that occur in natural wetlands.
Wastewater flows from the septic tank and enters the wetland cell. The wastewater then passes
through the media and is treated by microbes, plants, and other media that remove pathogens
and nutrients. The wetland cell typically consists of an impermeable liner, and gravel and sand
fill, along with the appropriate wetland plants, which must be able to survive in a perpetually
saturated environment. A wetland system can work via either gravity flow or pressure
distribution. As wastewater flows through the wetland, it may exit the wetland and flow into a
drainfield for further wastewater treatment into the soil. A decentralized wastewater treatment
system under some form of common ownership that collects wastewater from two or more
dwellings or buildings and conveys it to a treatment and dispersal system located on a suitable
site near the dwellings or buildings. It is common to find cluster systems in places like rural
subdivisions. Contact Us to ask a question, provide feedback, or report a problem. Jump to
main content. An official website of the United States government. Contact Us. A tank is an
armoured fighting vehicle intended as a primary offensive weapon in front-line ground combat.
Tank designs are a balance of heavy firepower , strong armour , and good battlefield mobility
provided by tracks and a powerful engine ; usually their main armament is mounted in a turret.
They are a mainstay of modern 20th and 21st century ground forces and a key part of combined
arms combat. Modern tanks are versatile mobile land weapons platforms whose main armament
is a large- caliber tank gun mounted in a rotating gun turret , supplemented by machine guns or
other ranged weapons such as anti-tank guided missiles or rocket launchers. They have heavy
vehicle armour which provides protection for the crew, the vehicle's munition storage, fuel tank
and propulsion systems. These features enable the tank to perform well in a variety of intense
combat situations, simultaneously both offensively with direct fire from their powerful main gun
and defensively as fire support and defilade for friendly troops due to the near invulnerability to
common infantry small arms and good resistance against most heavier weapons , all while
maintaining the mobility needed to exploit changing tactical situations. Until the arrival of the
main battle tank , tanks were typically categorised either by weight class light , medium , heavy
or superheavy tanks or doctrinal purpose breakthrough- , cavalry- , infantry- or reconnaissance
tanks. Some being larger and very heavily armoured and with large guns, while others are
smaller, lightly armoured, and equipped with a smaller calibre and lighter gun. These smaller
tanks move over terrain with speed and agility and can perform a reconnaissance role in
addition to engaging enemy targets. The smaller, faster tank would not normally engage in
battle with a larger, heavily armoured tank, except during a surprise flanking manoeuvre. The
modern tank is the result of a century of development from the first primitive armoured vehicles,
due to improvements in technology such as the internal combustion engine, which allowed the
rapid movement of heavy armoured vehicles. As a result of these advances, tanks underwent
tremendous shifts in capability in the years since their first appearance. Tanks in World War I
were developed separately and simultaneously by Great Britain and France as a means to break
the deadlock of trench warfare on the Western Front. While the British and French built
thousands of tanks in World War I, Germany was unconvinced of the tank's potential, and did
not have enough resources, thus it built only twenty. Tanks of the interwar period evolved into
the much larger and more powerful designs of World War II. Less than two weeks later,
Germany began their large-scale armoured campaigns that would become known as blitzkrieg
"lightning war" â€” massed concentrations of tanks combined with motorised and mechanised
infantry , artillery and air power designed to break through the enemy front and collapse enemy
resistance. The widespread introduction of high-explosive anti-tank warheads during the
second half of World War II led to lightweight infantry-carried anti-tank weapons such as the
Panzerfaust , which could destroy some types of tanks. Tanks in the Cold War were designed
with these weapons in mind, and led to greatly improved armour types during the s, especially
composite armour. Improved engines, transmissions and suspensions allowed tanks of this
period to grow larger. Aspects of gun technology changed significantly as well, with advances
in shell design and aiming technology. During the Cold War , the main battle tank concept arose
and became a key component of modern armies. Modern tanks are more frequently organized
into combined arms units which involve the support of infantry , who may accompany the tanks
in infantry fighting vehicles , and supported by reconnaissance or ground-attack aircraft. The

tank is the 20th century realization of an ancient concept: that of providing troops with mobile
protection and firepower. The internal combustion engine , armour plate , and continuous track
were key innovations leading to the invention of the modern tank. Many sources imply that
Leonardo da Vinci and H. Wells in some way foresaw or "invented" the tank. Leonardo's late
15th century drawings of what some describe as a "tank" show a man-powered, wheeled vehicle
with cannons all around it. However the human crew would not have enough power to move it
over larger distance, and usage of animals was problematic in a space so confined. The
continuous "caterpillar" track arose from attempts to improve the mobility of wheeled vehicles
by spreading their weight, reducing ground pressure, and increasing their traction. Experiments
can be traced back as far as the 17th century, and by the late nineteenth they existed in various
recognizable and practical forms in several countries. It is frequently claimed that Richard
Lovell Edgeworth created a caterpillar track. It is true that in he patented a "machine, that
should carry and lay down its own road", but this was Edgeworth's choice of words. His own
account in his autobiography is of a horse-drawn wooden carriage on eight retractable legs,
capable of lifting itself over high walls. The description bears no similarity to a caterpillar track.
The machines described in Wells' short story The Land Ironclads are a step closer, insofar as
they are armour-plated, have an internal power plant, and are able to cross trenches. However,
Wells' vehicles were driven by steam and moved on pedrail wheel , technologies that were
already outdated at the time of writing. After seeing British tanks in , Wells denied having
"invented" them, writing, "Yet let me state at once that I was not their prime originator. I took up
an idea, manipulated it slightly, and handed it on. The first combinations of the three principal
components of the tank appeared in the decade before World War One. Major William E.
Donohue, of the British Army's Mechanical Transport Committee, suggested fixing a gun and
armoured shield on a British type of track-driven vehicle. However, all were restricted to rails or
reasonably passable terrain. It was the development of a practical caterpillar track that provided
the necessary independent, all-terrain mobility. In a memorandum of , Antarctic explorer Robert
Falcon Scott presented his view that man-hauling to the South Pole was impossible and that
motor traction was needed. Scott died during the expedition in , but expedition member and
biographer Apsley Cherry-Garrard credited Scott's "motors" with the inspiration for the British
World War I tanks, writing: "Scott never knew their true possibilities; for they were the direct
ancestors of the 'tanks' in France". Various individuals continued to contemplate the use of
tracked vehicles for military applications, but by the outbreak of the War no one in a position of
responsibility in any army gave much thought to tanks. The direct military impact of the tank
can be debated but its effect on the Germans was immense, it caused bewilderment, terror and
concern in equal measure. It was also a huge boost to the civilians at home. After facing the
Zeppelins, at last Britain had a wonder weapon. Tanks were taken on tours and treated almost
like film stars. From late a small number of middle-ranking British Army officers tried to
persuade the War Office and the Government to consider the creation of armoured vehicles.
Amongst their suggestions was the use of caterpillar tractors, but although the Army used
many such vehicles for towing heavy guns, it could not be persuaded that they could be
adapted as armoured vehicles. The consequence was that early tank development in Great
Britain was carried out by the Royal Navy. So many played a part in its long and complicated
development that it is not possible to name any individual as the sole inventor of the tank. The
first order for tanks was placed on 12 February , and a second on 21 April. Fosters built 37 all
"male" , and Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon, and Finance Company, of Birmingham, 38 "male"
and 75 "female" , a total of It is really to Mr Winston Churchill that the credit is due more than to
anyone else. He took up with enthusiasm the idea of making them a long time ago, and he met
with many difficulties. He converted me, and at the Ministry of Munitions he went ahead and
made them. The admiralty experts were invaluable, and gave the greatest possible assistance.
They are, of course, experts in the matter of armour plating. Major Stern, formerly an officer in
the Royal Naval Air Service a business man at the Ministry of Munitions had charge of the work
of getting them built, and he did the task very well. Col Swinton and others also did valuable
work. Whilst several experimental machines were investigated in France, it was a colonel of
artillery, J. Estienne , who directly approached the Commander-in-Chief with detailed plans for a
tank on caterpillar tracks, in late The result was two largely unsatisfactory types of tank, each of
the Schneider and Saint-Chamond , both based on the Holt Tractor. In addition to the traversible
turret, another innovative feature of the FT was its engine located at the rear. This pattern, with
the gun located in a mounted turret and the engine at the back, has become the standard for
most succeeding tanks across the world even to this day. Germany fielded very few tanks
during World War I , and started development only after encountering British tanks on the
Somme. The A7V , the only type made, was introduced in March Plans to expand the tank
programme were under way when the War ended. Production of American-built tanks had just

begun when the War came to an end. Italy also manufactured two Fiat s towards the end of the
war, too late to see service. Russia independently built and trialed two prototypes early in the
War; the tracked, two-man Vezdekhod and the huge Lebedenko , but neither went into
production. A tracked self-propelled gun was also designed but not produced. Although tank
tactics developed rapidly during the war, piecemeal deployments, mechanical problems, and
poor mobility limited the military significance of the tank in World War I, and the tank did not
fulfil its promise of rendering trench warfare obsolete. Nonetheless, it was clear to military
thinkers on both sides that tanks in some way could have a significant role in future conflicts. In
the interwar period tanks underwent further mechanical development. In terms of tactics, J.
Fuller 's doctrine of spearhead attacks with massed tank formations was the basis for work by
Heinz Guderian in Germany, Percy Hobart in Britain, Adna R. Chaffee, Jr. Liddell Hart held a
more moderate view that all arms â€” cavalry, infantry and artillery â€” should be mechanized
and work together. The British formed the all-arms Experimental Mechanized Force to test the
use of tanks with supporting forces. In the Second World War only Germany would initially put
the theory into practice on a large scale, and it was their superior tactics and French blunders,
not superior weapons, that made the "blitzkrieg" so successful in May The primary lesson
learned from this war was that machine gun armed tanks had to be equipped with cannon, with
the associated armour inherent to modern tanks. The five-month-long war between the Soviet
Union and the Japanese 6th Army at Khalkhin Gol Nomonhan in brought home some lessons [
which? In this conflict, the Soviets fielded over two thousand tanks, to the around 73 cannon
armed tanks deployed by the Japanese, [35] the major difference being that Japanese armour
were equipped with diesel engines as opposed to the Russian tanks equipped with petrol
engines. Prior to World War II, the tactics and strategy of deploying tank forces underwent a
revolution. In August , Soviet General Georgy Zhukov used the combined force of tanks and
airpower at Nomonhan against the Japanese 6th Army; [38] Heinz Guderian , a tactical
theoretician who was heavily involved in the formation of the first independent German tank
force, said "Where tanks are, the front is", and this concept became a reality in World War II.
During World War II , the first conflict in which armoured vehicles were critical to battlefield
success, the tank and related tactics developed rapidly. Armoured forces proved capable of
tactical victory in an unprecedentedly short amount of time, yet new anti-tank weaponry showed
that the tank was not invulnerable. During the Invasion of Poland, tanks performed in a more
traditional role in close cooperation with infantry units, but in the Battle of France deep
independent armoured penetrations were executed by the Germans, a technique later called
blitzkrieg. Blitzkrieg used innovative combined arms tactics and radios in all of the tanks to
provide a level of tactical flexibility and power that surpassed that of the Allied armour. The
French Army , with tanks equal or superior to the German tanks in both quality and quantity,
employed a linear defensive strategy in which the armoured cavalry units were made
subservient to the needs of the infantry armies to cover their entrenchment in Belgium. In
accordance with blitzkrieg methods, German tanks bypassed enemy strongpoints and could
radio for close air support to destroy them, or leave them to the infantry. A related development,
motorized infantry , allowed some of the troops to keep up with the tanks and create highly
mobile combined arms forces. The North African Campaign also provided an important
battleground for tanks, as the flat, desolate terrain with relatively few obstacles or urban
environments was ideal for conducting mobile armoured warfare. However, this battlefield also
showed the importance of logistics , especially in an armoured force, as the principal warring
armies, the German Afrika Korps and the British Eighth Army , often outpaced their supply
trains in repeated attacks and counter-attacks on each other, resulting in complete stalemate.
However, interference from Adolf Hitler , [43] the geographic scale of the conflict, the dogged
resistance of the Soviet combat troops, and the Soviets' massive advantages in manpower and
production capability prevented a repeat of the Blitzkrieg of In doing so, the Wehrmacht denied
the infantry and other support arms the production priorities that they needed to remain equal
partners with the increasingly sophisticated tanks, in turn violating the principle of combined
arms they had pioneered. Much like the Soviets, when entering World War II six months later
December , the United States' mass production capacity enabled it to rapidly construct
thousands of relatively cheap M4 Sherman medium tanks. A compromise all round, the
Sherman was reliable and formed a large part of the Anglo-American ground forces, but in a
tank-versus-tank battle was no match for the Panther or Tiger. Upgunned versions with the 76
mm gun M1 and the pounder were introduced to improve the M4's firepower, but concerns
about protection remainedâ€”despite the apparent armour deficiencies, a total of some 42,
Shermans were built and delivered to the Allied nations using it during the war years, a total
second only to the T Tank hulls [46] were modified to produce flame tanks , mobile rocket
artillery , and combat engineering vehicles for tasks including mine-clearing and bridging. The

firepower and low cost of these vehicles made them attractive but as manufacturing techniques
improved and larger turret rings made larger tank guns feasible, the gun turret was recognised
as the most effective mounting for the main gun to allow movement in a different direction from
firing, enhancing tactical flexibility. Tank design during the Cold War built on this foundation
and included improvements to fire control , gyroscopic gun stabilisation, communications
primarily radio and crew comfort and saw the introduction of laser rangefinders and infrared
night vision equipment. Armour technology progressed in an ongoing race against
improvements in anti-tank weapons , especially antitank guided missiles like the TOW. This
gradual transition occurred in the s and s due to anti-tank guided missiles , sabot ammunition
and high explosive anti-tank warheads. In a trend started in World War II, economies of scale led
to serial production of progressively upgraded models of all major tanks during the Cold War.
For the same reason many upgraded post-World War II tanks and their derivatives for example,
the T and T remain in active service around the world, and even an obsolete tank may be the
most formidable weapon on battlefields in many parts of the world. The T, for example, has seen
action in no fewer than 32 conflicts. In these wars the U. Proxy wars were studied by Western
and Soviet military analysts and provided a contribution to the Cold War tank development
process. The role of tank vs. Tanks work in concert with infantry in urban warfare by deploying
them ahead of the platoon. When engaging enemy infantry, tanks can provide covering fire on
the battlefield. Conversely, tanks can spearhead attacks when infantry are deployed in
personnel carriers. Tanks were used to spearhead the initial US invasion of Iraq in As of , there
were 1, M1 Abrams used by the United States Army in the course of the Iraq War , and they have
proven to have an unexpectedly high level of vulnerability to roadside bombs. However, with
upgrades to their armour in the rear, M1s have proven invaluable in fighting insurgents in urban
combat, particularly at the Battle of Fallujah , where the US Marines brought in two extra
brigades. Israeli Merkava tanks contain features that enable them to support infantry in low
intensity conflicts LIC and counter-terrorism operations. During the Second Intifada further
modifications were made, designated as "Merkava Mk. Improvements to camouflage or and
attempts to render it invisible through active camouflage , which changes according to where
the tank is located, are being pursued. Research is also ongoing in electromagnetic armour
systems to disperse or deflect incoming shaped charges , [56] [57] as well as various forms of
active protection systems to prevent incoming projectiles RPGs, missiles, etc. Mobility may be
enhanced in future tanks by the use of diesel-electric or turbine-electric series hybrid
drivesâ€”first used in a primitive, gasoline-engined form with Porsche's Elefant German tank
destroyer of â€”improving fuel efficiency while reducing the size and weight of the power plant.
The three traditional factors determining a tank's capability effectiveness are its firepower ,
protection , and mobility. Protection is the degree to which the tank's armour, profile and
camouflage enables the tank crew to evade detection, protect themselves from enemy fire, and
retain vehicle functionality during and after combat. Mobility includes how well the tank can be
transported by rail, sea, or air to the operational staging area; from the staging area by road or
over terrain towards the enemy; and tactical movement by the tank over the battlefield during
combat, including traversing of obstacles and rough terrain. The variations of tank designs
have been determined by the way these three fundamental features are blended. For instance, in
, the French doctrine focused on firepower and protection more than mobility because tanks
worked in intimate liaison with the infantry. Tanks have been classified by weight, role, or other
criteria, that has changed over time and place. Classification is determined by the prevailing
theories of armoured warfare, which have been altered in turn by rapid advances in technology.
No one classification system works across all periods or all nations; in particular, weight-based
classification is inconsistent between countries and eras. In World War I, the first tank designs
focused on crossing wide trenches, requiring very long and large vehicles, such as the British
Mark I; these became classified as heavy tanks. Tanks that fulfilled other combat roles were
smaller, like the French Renault FT; these were classified as light tanks or tankettes. Many
late-war and inter-war tank designs diverged from these according to new, though mostly
untried, concepts for future tank roles and tactics. Tank classifications varied considerably
according to each nation's own tank development, such as "cavalry tanks", "fast tanks", and
"breakthrough tanks". During World War II, many tank concepts were found unsatisfactory and
discarded, mostly leaving the more multi-role tanks; these became easier to classify. Tank
classes based on weight and the corresponding transport and logistical needs led to new
definitions of heavy and light tank classes, with medium tanks covering the balance of those
between. The British maintained cruiser tanks , focused on speed, and infantry tanks that traded
speed for more armour. Tank destroyers are tanks or other armoured fighting vehicles
specifically designed to defeat enemy tanks. Assault guns are armored fighting vehicles that
could combine the roles of infantry tanks and tank destroyers. Some tanks were converted to

flame tanks , specializing on close-in attacks on enemy strongholds with flamethrowers. As the
war went on, tanks tended to become larger and more powerful, shifting some tank
classifications and leading to super-heavy tanks. Experience and technology advances during
the Cold War continued to consolidate tank roles. With the worldwide adoption of the modern
main battle tank designs, which favour a modular universal design, most other classifications
are dropped from modern terminology. All main battle tanks tend to have a good balance of
speed, armour, and firepower, even while technology continues to improve all three. Being fairly
large, main battle tanks can be complemented with light tanks, armoured personnel carriers ,
infantry fighting vehicles or similar relatively lighter armoured fighting vehicles, typically in the
roles of armoured reconnaissance , amphibious or air assault operations, or against enemies
lacking main battle tanks. The main weapon of modern tanks is typically a single, large- calibre
cannon mounted in a fully traversing rotating gun turret. Canister shot may be used in close or
urban combat situations where the risk of hitting friendly forces with shrapnel from HE rounds
is unacceptably high. A gyroscope is used to stabilise the main gun, allowing it to be effectively
aimed and fired at the "short halt" or on the move. Modern tank guns are also commonly fitted
with insulating thermal jackets to reduce gun-barrel warping caused by uneven thermal
expansion , bore evacuators to minimise gun firing fumes entering the crew compartment and
sometimes muzzle brakes to minimise the effect of recoil on accuracy and rate of fire.
Traditionally, target detection relied on visual identification. This was accomplished from within
the tank through telescopic periscopes ; often, however, tank commanders would open up the
hatch to view the outside surroundings, which improved situational awareness but incurred the
penalty of vulnerability to sniper fire. Though several developments in target detection have
taken place, these methods are still common practice. In the s, more electronic target detection
methods are available. In some cases spotting rifles were used to confirm proper trajectory and
range to a target. These spotting rifles were mounted co-axially to the main gun, and fired tracer
ammunition ballistically matched to the gun itself. The gunner would track the movement of the
tracer round in flight, and upon impact with a hard surface, it would give off a flash and a puff of
smoke, after which the main gun was immediately fired. However this slow method has been
mostly superseded by laser rangefinding equipment. Modern tanks also use sophisticated light
intensification and thermal imaging equipment to improve fighting capability at night, in poor
weather and in smoke. The accuracy of modern tank guns is pushed to the mechanical limit by
computerised fire-control systems. A fire-control system uses a laser rangefinder to determine
the range to the target, a thermocouple , anemometer and wind vane to correct for weather
effects and a muzzle referencing system to correct for gun-barrel temperature, warping and
wear. Two sightings of a target with the range-finder enable calculation of the target movement
vector. This information is combined with the known movement of the tank and the principles of
ballistics to calculate the elevation and aim point that maximises the probability of hitting the
target. Usually, tanks carry smaller calibre armament for short-range defence where fire from
the main weapon would be ineffective or wasteful, for example when engaging infantry , light
vehicles or close air support aircraft. A typical complement of secondary weapons is a
general-purpose machine gun mounted coaxially with the main gun, and a heavier anti-aircraft
-capable machine gun on the turret roof. Some tanks also have a hull-mounted machine gun.
These weapons are often modified variants of those used by infantry, and so utilise the same
kinds of ammunition. The measure of a tank's protection is the combination of its ability to
avoid detection due to having a low profile and through the use of camouflage , to avoid being
hit by enemy fire, its resistance to the effects of enemy fire, and its capacity to sustain damage
whilst still completing its objective, or at least protecting its crew. This is done by a variety of
countermeasures, such as armour plating and reactive defences, as well as more complex ones
such as heat-emissions reduction. In common with most unit types, tanks are subject to
additional hazards in dense wooded and urban combat environments which largely negate the
advantages of the tank's long-range firepower and mobility, limit the crew's detection
capabilities and can restrict turret traverse. Despite these disadvantages, tanks retain high
survivability against previous-generation rocket-propelled grenades aimed at the
most-armoured sections. However, as effective and advanced as armour plating has become,
tank survivability against newer-generation tandem-warhead anti-tank missiles is a concern for
military planners. Despite all of the advances in armour plating, a tank with its hatches open
remains vulnerable to Molotov cocktail gasoline bombs and grenades. Even a "buttoned up"
tank may have components which are vulnerable to Molotov cocktails, such as optics, extra gas
cans and extra ammunition stored on the outside of the tank. A tank avoids detection using the
doctrine of countermeasures known as CCD: camouflage looks the same as the surroundings ,
concealment cannot be seen and deception looks like something else. Camouflage can include
disruptive painted shapes on the tank to break up the distinctive appearance and silhouette of a

tank. Netting or actual branches from the surrounding landscape are also used. Prior to
development of infrared technology, tanks were often given a coating of camouflage paint that,
depending on environmental region or season, would allow it to blend in with the rest of its
environment. A tank operating in wooded areas would typically get a green and brown paintjob;
a tank in a winter environment would get white paint often mixed with some darker colours ;
tanks in the desert often get khaki paintjobs. The Russian Nakidka camouflage kit was designed
to reduce the optical , thermal , infrared , and radar signatures of a tank, so that acquisition of
the tank would be difficult. Concealment can include hiding the tank among trees or digging in
the tank by having a combat bulldozer dig out part of a hill, so that much of the tank will be
hidden. A tank commander can conceal the tank by using "hull down" approaches to going over
upward-sloping hills, so that she or he can look out the commander's cupola without the
distinctive-looking main cannon cresting over the hill. Adopting a turret-down or hull-down
position reduces the visible silhouette of a tank as well as providing the added protection of a
position in defilade. Working against efforts to avoid detection is the fact that a tank is a large
metallic object with a distinctive, angular silhouette that emits copious heat and engine noise. A
tank that is operating in cold weather or which needs to use its radio or other communications
or target-detecting electronics will need to start its engine regularly to maintain its battery
power, which will create engine noise. Consequently, it is difficult to effectively camouflage a
tank in the absence of some form of cover or concealment e. The tank becomes easier to detect
when moving typically, whenever it is in use due to the large, distinctive auditory, vibration and
thermal signature of its engine and power plant. Tank tracks and dust clouds also betray past or
present tank movement. Switched-off tanks are vulnerable to infra-red detection due to
differences between the thermal conductivity and therefore heat dissipation of the metallic tank
and its surroundings. At close range the tank can be detected even when powered down and
fully concealed due to the column of warmer air above the tank and the smell of diesel or
gasoline. Thermal blankets slow the rate of heat emission and some thermal camouflage nets
use a mix of materials with differing thermal properties to operate in the infra-red as well as the
visible spectrum. Grenade launchers can rapidly deploy a smoke screen that is opaque to
infrared light, to hide it from the thermal viewer of another tank. In addition to using its own
grenade launchers, a tank commander could call in an artillery unit to provide smoke cover.
Some tanks can produce a smoke screen. Sometimes camouflage and concealment are used at
the same time. For example, a camouflage-painted and branch-covered tank camouflage may be
hidden in a behind a hill or in a dug-in-emplacement concealment. Some armoured recovery
vehicles often tracked, tank chassis-based "tow trucks" for tanks have dummy turrets and
cannons. This makes it less likely that enemy tanks will fire on these vehicles. Some armies
have fake "dummy" tanks made of wood which troops can carry into position and hide behind
obstacles. These "dummy" tanks may cause the enemy to think that there are more tanks than
are actually possessed. To effectively protect the tank and its crew, tank armour must counter a
wide variety of antitank threats. Protection against kinetic energy penetrators and high
explosive anti-tank HEAT shells fired by other tanks is of primary importance, but tank armour
also aims to protect against infantry mortars , grenades , rocket-propelled grenades , anti-tank
guided missiles , anti-tank mines , anti-tank rifles , bombs , direct artillery hits, and less often
nuclear, biological and chemical threats, any of which could disable or destroy a tank or its
crew. Steel armour plate was the earliest type of armour. The Germans pioneered the use of
face hardened steel during World War II and the Soviets also achieved improved protection with
sloped armour technology. World War II developments led to the obsolescence of
homogeneous steel armour with the development of shaped-charge warheads, exemplified by
the Panzerfaust and bazooka infantry-carried weapons which were effective, despite some early
success with spaced armour. Magnetic mines led to the development of anti-magnetic paste
and paint. From WWII to the modern era, troops have added improvised armour to tanks while in
combat settings, such as sandbags or pieces of old armour plating. British tank researchers
took the next step with the development of Chobham armour , or more generally composite
armour , incorporating ceramics and plastics in a resin matrix between steel plates, which
provided good protection against HEAT weapons. High explosive squash head warheads led to
anti-spall armour linings, and kinetic energy penetrators led to the inclusion of exotic materials
like a matrix of depleted uranium into a composite armour configuration. Reactive armour
consists of small explosive-filled metal boxes that detonate when hit by the metallic jet
projected by an exploding HEAT warhead, causing their metal plates to disrupt it. Tandem
warheads defeat reactive armour by causing the armour to detonate prematurely. Modern
reactive armour protects itself from Tandem warheads by having a thicker front metal plate to
prevent the precursor charge from detonating the explosive in the reactive armour. Reactive
armours can also reduce the penetrative abilities of kinetic energy penetrators by deforming the

penetrator with the metal plates on the Reactive armour, thereby reducing its effectiveness
against the main armour of the tank. The latest generation of protective measures for tanks are
active protection systems. The term "active" is used to contrast these approaches with the
armour used as the primary protective approach in earlier tanks. The mobility of a tank is
described by its battlefield or tactical mobility, its operational mobility, and its strategic
mobility. Tank agility is a function of the weight of the tank due to its inertia while manoeuvring
and its ground pressure , the power output of the installed power plant and the tank
transmission and track design. In addition, rough terrain effectively limits the tank's speed
through the stress it puts on the suspension and the crew. A breakthrough in this area was
achieved during World War II when improved suspension systems were developed that allowed
better cross-country performance and limited firing on the move. Systems like the earlier
Christie or later torsion-bar suspension developed by Ferdinand Porsche dramatically improved
the tank's cross-country performance and overall mobility. Tanks are highly mobile and able to
travel over most types of terrain due to their continuous tracks and advanced suspension. The
tracks disperse the weight of the vehicle over a large area, resulting in less ground pressure.
Consequently, wheeled tank transporters and rail infrastructure is used wherever possible for
long-distance tank transport. The limitations of long-range tank mobility can be viewed in sharp
contrast to that of wheeled armoured fighting vehicles. The majority of blitzkrieg operations
were conducted at the pedestrian pace of 5 kilometres per hour 3. The tank's power plant
supplies kinetic energy to move the tank, and electric power via a generator to components
such as the turret rotation motors and the tank's electronic systems. The tank power plant has
evolved from predominantly petrol and adapted large-displacement aeronautical or automotive
engines during World Wars I and II, through diesel engines to advanced multi-fuel diesel
engines , and powerful per unit weight but fuel-hungry gas turbines in the T and M1 Abrams.
Strategic mobility is the ability of the tanks of an armed force to arrive in a timely, cost effective,
and synchronized fashion. For good strategic mobility transportability by air is important, which
means that weight and volume must be kept within the designated transport aircraft
capabilities. Nations often stockpile enough tanks to respond to any threat without having to
make more tanks as many sophisticated designs can only be produced at a relatively low rate.
In the absence of combat engineers , most tanks are limited to fording small rivers. Tank crews
usually have a negative reaction towards deep fording but it adds considerable scope for
surprise and tactical flexibility in water crossing operations by opening new and unexpected
avenues of attack. Amphibious tanks are specially designed or adapted for water operations,
such as by including snorkels and skirts, but they are rare in modern armies, being replaced by
purpose-built amphibious assault vehicles or armoured personnel carriers in amphibious
assaults. Advances such as the EFA mobile bridge and armoured vehicle-launched scissors
bridges have also reduced the impediment to tank advance that rivers posed in World War II.
Most modern tanks most often have four crew members, or three if an auto-loader is installed.
These are the:. Historically, crews have varied from just two members to a dozen. First World
War tanks were developed with immature technologies; in addition to the crew needed to man
the multiple guns and machine guns, up to four crewmen were needed to drive the tank: the
driver, acting as the vehicle commander and manning the brakes, drove via orders to his
gears-men; a co-driver operated the gearbox and throttle; and two gears-men, one on each
track, steered by setting one side or the other to idle, allowing the track on the other side to
slew the tank to one side. Pre-World War II French tanks were noted for having a two-man crew,
in which the overworked commander had to load and fire the gun in addition to commanding
the tank. With World War II the multi-turreted tanks proved impracticable, and as the single
turret on a low hull design became standard, crews became standardized around a crew of four
or five. In those tanks with a fifth crew member, usually three were located in the turret as
described above while the fifth was most often seated in the hull next to the driver, and
operated the hull machine gun in addition to acting as a co-driver or radio operator.
Well-designed crew stations, giving proper considerations to comfort and ergonomics, are an
important factor in the combat effectiveness of a tank, as it limits fatigue and speeds up
individual actions. A noted author on the subject of tank design engineering, Richard M
Ogorkiewicz, [73] outlined the following basic engineering sub-systems that are commonly
incorporated into tank's technological development:. To the above can be added unit
communication systems and electronic anti-tank countermeasures, crew ergonomic and
survival systems including flame suppression , and provision for technological upgrading. Few
tank designs have survived their entire service lives without some upgrading or modernisation,
particularly during wartime, including some that have changed almost beyond recognition, such
as the latest Israeli Magach versions. The characteristics of a tank are determined by the
performance criteria required for the tank. The obstacles that must be traversed affect the

vehicles front and rear profiles. The terrain that is expected to be traversed determines the track
ground pressure that may be allowed to be exerted for that particular terrain. Tank design is a
compromise between its technological and budgetary constraints and its tactical capability
requirements. It is not possible to maximise firepower, protection and mobility simultaneously
while incorporating the latest technology and retain affordability for sufficient procurement
quantity to enter production. For example, in the case of tactical capability requirements,
increasing protection by adding armour will result in an increase in weight and therefore
decrease in mobility; increasing firepower by installing a larger gun will force the designer team
to increase armour, the therefore weight of the tank by retaining same internal volume to ensure
crew efficiency during combat. In the case of the Abrams MBT which has good firepower, speed
and armour, these advantages are counterbalanced by its engine's notably high fuel
consumption, which ultimately reduces its range, and in a larger sense its mobility. Since the
Second World War, the economics of tank production governed by the complexity of
manufacture and cost, and the impact of a given tank design on logistics and field maintenance
capabilities, have also been accepted as important in determining how many tanks a nation can
afford to field in its force structure. Some tank designs that were fielded in significant numbers,
such as Tiger I and M60A2 proved to be too complex or expensive to manufacture, and made
unsustainable demands on the logistics services support of the armed forces. The affordability
of the design therefore takes precedence over the combat capability requirements. Nowhere
was this principle illustrated better than during the Second World War when two Allied designs,
the T and the M4 Sherman , although both simple designs which accepted engineering
compromises, were used successfully against more sophisticated designs by Germany that
were more complex and expensive to produce, and more demanding on overstretched logistics
of the Wehrmacht. Given that a tank crew will spend most of its time occupied with maintenance
of the vehicle, engineering simplicity has become the primary constraint on tank design since
the Second World War despite advances in mechanical, electrical and electronics technologies.
Since the Second World War, tank development has incorporated experimenting with significant
mechanical changes to the tank design while focusing on technological advances in the tank's
many subsystems to improve its performance. However, a number of novel designs have
appeared throughout this period with mixed success, including the Soviet IT-1 and T in
firepower, and the Israeli Merkava and Swedish S-tank in protection, while for decades the US's
M remained the only light tank deployable by parachute. Commanding and coordinating tanks in
the field has always been subject to particular problems, particularly in the area of
communications, but in modern armies these problems have been partially alleviated by
networked , integrated systems that enable communications and contribute to enhanced
situational awareness. Armoured bulkheads , engine noise, intervening terrain, dust and smoke,
and the need to operate "buttoned up" with hatches closed are severe detriments to
communication and lead to a sense of isolation for small tank units, individual vehicles, and
tank crew. Radios were not then portable or robust enough to be mounted in a tank, although
Morse code transmitters were installed in some Mark IVs at Cambrai as messaging vehicles.
From the beginning, the German military stressed wireless communications, equipping their
combat vehicles with radios, and drilled all units to rely on disciplined radio use as a basic
element of tactics. This allowed them to respond to developing threats and opportunities during
battles, giving the Germans a notable tactical advantage early in the war; even where Allied
tanks initially had better firepower and armour, they generally lacked individual radios. On the
modern battlefield an intercom mounted in the crew helmet provides internal communications
and a link to the radio network , and on some tanks an external intercom on the rear of the tank
provides communication with co-operating infantry. Radio networks employ radio voice
procedure to minimize confusion and "chatter". A recent [ when? This improves the tank
commander's situational awareness and ability to navigate the battlefield and select and engage
targets. In addition to easing the reporting burden by automatically logging all orders and
actions, orders are sent via the network with text and graphical overlays. Advanced battle tanks,
including the K-2 Black Panther , have taken up the first major step forward in adopting a fully
radar integrated Fire Control System which allows it to detect tanks from a further distance and
identify it as a friend-or-foe as well as increasing the tank's accuracy as well as its capability to
lock onto tanks. Performing situational awareness and communication is the one of four
primary MBT functions in the 21st century. Further advancements in tank defence systems have
led to the development of active protection systems. These involve either one of two options:.
The word tank was first applied to the British "landships" in , before they entered service, to
keep their nature secret. Its purpose was to discuss the progress of the plans for what were
described as "Caterpillar Machine Gun Destroyers or Land Cruisers. Thomas J. Macnamara M.
In Government offices, committees and departments are always known by their initials. For this

reason I, as Secretary, considered the proposed title totally unsuitable. That is how these
weapons came to be called Tanks," and incorrectly added, "and the name has now been
adopted by all countries in the world. Colonel Ernest Swinton, who was secretary to the
meeting, says that he was instructed to find a non-committal word when writing his report of the
proceedings. In the evening he discussed it with a fellow officer, Lt-Col Walter Dally Jones , and
they chose the word "tank". Because a fellow of the Royal Historical Society has unintentionally
misled the British public as to the origin of the famous "tanks", Sir William Tritton , who
designed and built them, has published the real story of their name Since it was obviously
inadvisable to herald "Little Willie's" reason for existence to the world he was known as the
"Instructional Demonstration Unit. Naturally, the water carrier began to be called a "tank". So
the name came to be used by managers and foremen of the shop, until now it has a place in the
army vocabulary and will probably be so known in history for all time. So tanks they became,
and tanks they have remained. This appears to be an imperfect recollection. He says that the
name problem arose "when we shipped the first two vehicles to France the following year"
August, , but by that time the name "tank" had been in use for eight months. The tanks were
labelled "With Care to Petrograd," but the belief was encouraged that they were a type of
snowplough. In saying that the word tank was adopted worldwide, Stern was wrong. In France,
the second country to use tanks in battle, the word tank or tanque was adopted initially, but was
then, largely at the insistence of Colonel J. Estienne , rejected in favour of char d'assaut
"assault vehicle" or simply char "vehicle". In Italian, a tank is a " carro armato " lit. Norway uses
the term stridsvogn and Sweden the similar stridsvagn lit. Finland uses panssarivaunu
armoured wagon , although tankki is also used colloquially. In Hungarian the tank is called
harckocsi combat wagon , albeit tank is also common. Rheinmetall mm gun. Tanks portal. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Tank disambiguation. Tracked heavy
armored fighting vehicle. History of the tank. Light tank Medium tank Heavy tank Super-heavy
tank Cruiser tank Infantry tank Main battle tank Tank destroyer Tankette Assault gun
Self-propelled anti-aircraft weapon Self-propelled artillery Self-propelled mortar Multiple rocket
launcher. Main article: History of the tank. Play media. Main article: Tanks in World War I. Main
article: Tanks of the interwar period. Main article: Tanks in the Cold War. Main article: Tanks of
the postâ€”Cold War era. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this
section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. October Learn how and when to remove this template message. Main article: Tank
classification. August Learn how and when to remove this template message. Main article: Tank
gun. See also: Anti-tank warfare. Further information: Military deception. Further information:
Military camouflage. November Learn how and when to remove this template message. January
Learn how and when to remove this template message. Main article: Vehicle armour. This
section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. September For other uses, see Tank
commander disambiguation. Army units and organization. Further information: Tank
classification. They were designated "Wire Cutters" and had the large letters "W. BBC News.
Archived from the original on 13 September Retrieved 1 April A French View of
Counterinsurgency , translated by Lee, Daniel, Pitting a traditional combined armed force
trained and equipped to defeat similar military organisations against insurgents reminds one of
a pile driver attempting to crush a fly, indefatigably persisting in repeating its efforts. Memoirs
of Richard Lovell Edgeworth , , pp. The Strand Magazine. Tanks" , War and the Future , p. Men,
Ideas, and Tanks. Manchester University Press, Their Race to the South Pole. The Last Place on
Earth. Abacus, London, p. Archived from the original on Retrieved The Worst Journey in the
World chapter 9. London: Penguin Books. Invention of the War Tank". Pen and Sword. The
Phantom Army of Alamein. Zaloga; Michael Jerchel; Stephen Sewell T Main Battle Tank â€”
Bloomsbury Publishing. Military Technology 23 6 : 7. Moench Verlagsgesellschaft Mbh. London:
Compendium Publishing, Ltd. Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole Books. The Centurion Tank.
Sunday Telegraph. Gordon The New York Times. Prigent, John ed. Panzerwaffe: The Campaigns
in the West London: Ian Allan. VI International Scientific and Practical Conference
"Coordination problems of military technical and devensive industrial policy in Ukraine.
Weapons and military equipment development perspectives". Abstracts of reports. Cannon
Publications. Georg Strutz, pub Imperial War Museums. Archived from the original on 15
February The Somme. London: Cassell. London: Little, Brown. London: Orion. Thompson,
William J. Publishers Ltd. Listen to this article 36 minutes. Nahuel TAM. M M Degman. TZ Safir
Zulfiqar tank. WWI tanks. List Category. Interwar tanks. World War II tanks. Cold War tanks.
Postâ€”Cold War tanks. Tanks portal War portal. Categories : Tanks Armoured fighting vehicles
by type English inventions Armoured warfare Tracked armoured fighting vehicles. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read View source View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent
changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Leopard 2 , M1

Abrams. Tanks first used in battle [89] [90]. First successful use of tanks [91]. Second Battle of
Villers-Bretonneux. Battle of the Sinai. Click below to watch a video tour of the two ways of
connecting a tank-style water heater to infloor heating or radiators. These are some of the
reasons hydronics are gaining in popularity. What you might not realize is how tank-style
propane and natural gas heaters can be an ideal heat source for every kind of hot water heating
system. Simplicity, versatility, costs savings and reliability are the benefits, but you need to get
past some unfounded prejudices first. The mistaken belief comes from attempts to use light
duty water heaters for space heating applications in the past. The issue comes down to whether
or not a particular tank style heater is up to the job. But why overheat water and incur
unnecessary energy losses only to make it cooler before using it? A tank style water heater can
act as a space heater during winter, while also providing domestic hot water year-round without
any added equipment. Some boilers can do this too, but not as simply or as maintenance-free
as a tank-style heater. If the system you install includes a flat plate heat exchanger for the space
heating side of things flushing annually with vinegar is all that needs to happen. Tank-style
water heaters are automatically and easily compatible with alternative heat energy technologies
such as solar collectors or an outdoor wood boiler. Whatever alternative energy source your
client has or plans to have it can preheat water before entering the tank, saving natural gas or
propane as it does. There are a few different ways to configure a natural gas or propane
tank-style heater as part of a hydronic heating system, but a dual-purpose approach for both
space heating and domestic hot water makes the most sense. The idea here is to prevent
domestic water from getting contaminated by stale water that sits uncirculated in the heating
system during the off-season. An added bonus of a heat exchanger is better heating system
performance. This is why the best system designs include a heat exchanger to transfer heat
from the domestic hot water to the space heating water, without the two kinds of water mixing.
Plate-style exchangers work best in this application, though they do need to be descaled every
6 months to 2 years by running vinegar through the exchanger with a transfer pump. This is the
same maintenance required by any tankless water heater. Another alternative is to go without a
heat exchanger and install a timer and switch that automatically energizes the circulation pump
on the space heating side. By circulating water through the heating system it never gets a
chance to go stale. Not all jurisdictions allow this approach, and it means that your circulation
pump operates at a higher-than-ideal pressure. But for small systems, an exchanger-free
approach makes sense where permissible. Click the images below to download detailed
schematic drawings for connecting a tank-style water heater to drive hydronic heating systems.
One schematic is for the simple system, and the other is for the more complex heat exchanger
option. This means your client gets just as much efficiency if they need just a little heat or all
that the heater can put out. Operating the heater at lower firing rates also means less thermal
stress on the tank and increases the life of the water heater. Old-style non-modulating heaters,
by contrast, operated either full blast or not at all, wasting energy when little heat is demanded.
As you plan an installation, keep these tips in mind for most reliable operation:. Tip 1: Install
circulation pumps at the lowest part of the system. This minimizes the chance trapped air will
stop pumping action. Tip 2: Install circulation pumps so the motor is oriented horizontally. Circ
pumps are meant to run this way and will last longer than if the motor is installed vertically.
Even though most of the crud will build up on the domestic side of the exchanger, put flush
valves on the heating side of the exchanger, just in case it needs flushing some day. Smart
pumps also include an LED screen so you can monitor flow rate and current draw. Simpler can
be better, and getting multiple uses from a single appliance is always good. These are the
advantages of a tank-style water heater as part of a space heating installation. Video Feature.
Share 1. Pin Password Forget password? Navy Seal. I thought I'd give this a bit of exposure,
since I have a bit of a passion for all things tanks. And I know danasan will appreciate it. This
post was inspired by a few other websites which have done something similar. Credits will be
given at end of post. I'll go into a bit of history of tanks first: Apart from Leonardo da Vinci's
drawing of a round, tank like armoured wagon, the first description of a tank-like vehicle and its
usefulness in trench warfare is found in an H. Burstyn designed his tank with a sprung
suspension and armed with a single gun located in a revolving turret - a design quite similar to
modern tanks - but he was unable to design a track that could carry the weight of the vehicle
and propel it at reasonable speed. He submitted his idea of a "land torpedo boat" to the Military
Technical Committee in Vienna but the idea was rejected as lacking sufficient merit; he did,
however manage to patent his invention Zl. Staff was told that the devices were to be water
carriers for use in the Middle East. The workers gave the machine the logical nickname "tank"
and the name stuck. Mechanical problems, poor mobility and piecemeal tactical deployment
limited the military significance of the tank in World War I and the tank did not fulfil its promise
of rendering trench warfare obsolete. Nonetheless, it was clear to military thinkers on both

sides that tanks would play a significant role in future conflicts. In the interwar period tanks
underwent further mechanical development and, in terms of tactics, J. Fuller's doctrine of
spearhead attacks with massed tank formations was the basis for work by Heinz Guderian in
Germany, Percy Hobart in Britain, Adna R. Chaffee, Jr. All came to similar conclusions, but in
the Second World War only Germany would initially put the theory into practice on a large scale,
and it was their superior tactics and French blunders, not superior weapons, that made
blitzkrieg so successful in May World War II was the first conflict where armoured vehicles were
critical to success on the battlefield and in this period the tank developed rapidly as a weapon
system. In Operation Barbarossa, the Wehrmacht encountered the Soviet T, which set the
pattern for tank design for the rest of the century. By the final stages of the war, an arms race in
heavy armour produced tanks like the Tiger II and Iosif Stalin, as well as aborted super-heavy
tank projects like the Maus, Tortoise, and T But it was development of medium tanks that would
lead to the main battle tank of the Cold War. During World War II, the tactics and strategy of
deploying tank forces underwent a revolution. Heinz Guderian, father of the German panzer
forces, said "Where tanks are, the front is", and this concept became a reality in World War II.
Following the Invasion of Poland where tanks performed in a more traditional role in close
cooperation with infantry units, in the Battle of France deep independent armoured strategic
penetrations were executed by the Germans, a tactic later called blitzkrieg or 'lightning war'.
Early war German tanks sacrificed firepower and protection for mobility and reliability.
Blitzkrieg made use of innovative combined arms tactics and radios in all of the tanks to
provide command and control which made them more effective tank for tank than their Allied
opponents, despite the Allied machines being more than a match for the panzers one-on-one.
The French Army, with tanks equal or superior to the German tanks in both quality and quantity,
employed a linear defensive strategy to which the armoured cavalry units were made
subservient. The French also had poor command and control systems, lacking radios in many
of their tanks and headquarters. In accordance with blitzkrieg tactics, German tanks bypassed
enemy strongpoints and could radio for close air support to destroy them, or leave them to the
infantry. A related development, mechanised infantry, allowed some of the troops to keep up
with the tanks and create highly mobile combined arms forces. The word tank was first applied
to the British "landships" in , before they entered service, to keep their nature secret. There are
at least three possible explanations of the precise origin of the term: One is it first arose in
British factories making the hulls of the first battle tanks: workmen and possible spies were to
be given the impression they were constructing mobile water containers or tanks for the British
Army, hence keeping the production of a fighting vehicle secret. Another is the term was first
used in a secret report on the new motorised weapon presented to Winston Churchill, then First
Lord of the Admiralty, by British Army Lt. Ernest Swinton. From this report, three possible terms
emerged: cistern, motor-war car, and tank. Apparently tank was chosen due to its linguistic
simplicity. Perhaps the most compelling story comes from Churchill's authoritative biography.
To disguise the device, drawings were marked "water carriers for Russia. On average, it could
move at the swift speed of miles per hour! A young Captain Dwight D. Eisenhower trained with
such tanks without the machine guns at Camp Colt on the Gettysburg Battlefield. Thousands
were also distributed to the Allies, including the British Commonwealth and Soviet armies, via
lend-lease. Subsequently the British name found its way into common use in the U. The
Sherman evolved from the Grant and Lee medium tanks , which had an unusual side- sponson
mounted 75 mm gun. It retained much of the previous mechanical design, but added the first
American main 75 mm gun mounted on a fully traversing turret, with a gyrostabilizer enabling
the crew to fire with reasonable accuracy while the tank was on the move. The Sherman ended
up being produced in large numbers and formed the backbone of most Allied offensives,
starting in late Later, they found themselves more evenly matched against the newer up-gunned
and up- armored Pz. IV medium tanks. Many models were outmatched by the 45 ton Panther
tank and wholly inadequate against the armor and range of the 56 ton Tiger I and later 72 ton
Tiger II heavy tanks, suffering high casualties against their heavier armor and more powerful 88
mm cannons. Mobility, mechanical reliability and sheer numbers, supported by growing
superiority in supporting fighter-bombers and artillery , offset these disadvantages. Later
versions of the Sherman introduced 76 mm guns, giving them better armor penetration than the
original 75 mm gun, though still insufficient at range against late war German heavy tanks.
Technical Features of M4 Sherman Length: 5. Car was originally designed as a means to
support the infantry, working together with the anti-tank Panzer III. Later, they improved their
armor and weapons and assumed the role of active combat tank. The Panzer IV was the most
common German tank of World War II, and was used as the basis for other combat vehicles,
such as mobile tank destroyer and antiaircraft artillery. After the war was built approximately 9,
Panzer IV. One hundred vehicles were ordered during the spring of , but only 21 were delivered.

It was nicknamed " The Moving Fortress " by the British because of the shape of the hull. They
saw action from March to October of that year, and were the only tanks produced by Germany in
World War I to see operational use The tank's name was derived from that of its parent
organization, Allgemeines Kriegsdepartement, 7. Abteilung, Verkehrswesen. In German the tank
was called Sturmpanzer-Kraftwagen roughly "assault armoured motor vehicle". The A7V was 7.
The tank had 20 mm of steel plate at the sides and 30 mm at the front; however the steel was not
hardened armour plate , which reduced its effectiveness. It was thick enough to stop machine
gun and rifle fire, but not larger calibres. This offered protection comparable to the thinner
armour of other tanks of the period, which used hardened steel. The A7V was armed with six 7.
Between forty and sixty cartridge-belts, each of rounds, were carried as well as shells for the
main gun, split between canister, antitank, and explosive. These were the official figures, up to
rounds for the main gun were actually stowed. The " female " variant had two more machine
guns in place of the main gun. It is not entirely clear how many started this way or were
converted. Some sources say only chassis number saw combat as a female. Next we have the T
and the T As you can see, the T does not have ammo boxes in the Turret. The T was a Soviet
medium tank produced from to Although its armour and armament were surpassed by later
tanks of the era, it has been often credited as the most effective, efficient and influential design
of World War II. The T was developed from the BT series of fast tanks and was intended to
replace both the BT-5 and BT-7 tanks and the T infantry tank in service. At its introduction, it
was the tank with the best balanced attributes of firepower, mobility, protection and
ruggedness, although initially its battlefield effectiveness suffered from the unsatisfactory
ergonomic layout of its crew compartment, scarcity of radios , and poor tactical employment.
The two-man turret -crew arrangement required the commander to aim and fire the gun, an
arrangement common to most Soviet tanks of the day; this proved to be inferior to three-man
commander, gunner, and loader turret crews of German Panzer III and Panzer IV tanks. The
design and construction of the tank were continuously refined during the war to enhance
effectiveness and decrease costs, allowing steadily greater numbers of Ts to be fielded. In early
, the improved T was introduced, with a more powerful 85 mm gun and a three-man turret
design. By the war's end in , the versatile and cost-effective T had replaced many light and
heavy tanks in service, and accounted for the majority of Soviet tank production. At the time it
was first fielded in , commentators considered one of the finest tank designs in the world. By
mid-war, the T no longer technically outclassed its opponents, but it remained effective in
combat. As the T was cancelled, the Soviet command made the difficult decision to retool the
factories to produce a new model of T with a turret ring enlarged from 1, mm 56 in to 1, mm 63 in
, allowing a larger turret to be fitted. The T's turret design was hurriedly adapted by V. Kerichev
at the Krasnoye Sormovo Factory to fit the T The resulting new T tank had a much better gun
and finally, a three-man turret with radio which had previously been in the hull. Now the
commander needed only to command the tank, leaving the operation of the gun to the gunner
and the loader. Another very significant piece of equipment was the Mk. Rear view of a T In the
centre is a circular transmission access hatch, flanked by exhaust pipes, MDSh smoke
canisters on the hull rear, and extra fuel tanks on the hull sides. Overall production slowed
down somewhat while the new tank started its production run. Although a T was still not a
match for a Panther, the improved firepower made it much more effective than before. The
decision to improve the existing design instead of tooling up for a new one allowed the Soviets
to manufacture tanks in such numbers that the difference in capabilities could be considered
insignificant. In May , the Wehrmacht had only Panthers operating on the Eastern Front , while
the Soviets had increased T production to 1, tanks per month. The heavy tank was designed
with thick armour to counter the German 88 mm guns , and carried a main gun that was capable
of defeating the German Tiger and Panther tanks. It was mainly a breakthrough tank, firing a
heavy high-explosive shell that was useful against entrenchments and bunkers. The IS-2 was
put into service in April , and was used as a spearhead in the Battle of Berlin by the Red Army in
the final stage of the war. The 85 mm guns could be reserved for the new T medium tank, and
some of the IS-1s built were rearmed before leaving the factory, and issued as IS-2s. The main
production model was the IS-2 , with the powerful A It was slightly lighter and faster than the
heaviest KV model tank, with thicker front armour and a much-improved turret design. The tank
could carry thicker armour than the KV series, while remaining lighter, due to the better layout
of the armour envelope. The KV's armour was less well-shaped and featured heavy armour even
on the rear, while the IS series concentrated its armour at the front. It was slightly lower than
both. While the design was good for its time, Western observers tended to criticize Soviet tanks
for their lack of finish and crude construction. The Soviets responded that it was warranted
considering the need for wartime expediency and the typically short battlefield life of their
tanks. Early IS-2s can be identified by the 'stepped' front hull casting with its small, opening

driver's visor. The early tanks lacked gun tube travel locks or antiaircraft machine guns, and
had narrow mantlets. Next we have the Ferdinand, later renamed the Elefant: notes: rear ammo, above - crew, bottom from left to right - electric engine, fuel tank, engine. It was a built in
under the name Ferdinand , after its designer Ferdinand Porsche. In , after modification of the
existing vehicles, they were renamed Elefant. It entered service late in the war and saw service
on the Eastern and Western fronts. Many military historians consider the Jagdpanther to be one
of the best tank destroyers of the war due to the combination of the very powerful 8. Feuer Frei!
The M26 and its improved derivative, the M46 Patton , both saw more combat in Korea. The M26
was underpowered and mechanically unreliable and so was withdrawn from Korea in , in favor
of the M46, which had a more powerful engine. M26 Pershing. Next we have Panzerkampfwagen
V, Ausf. G: A gearbox oil cooler was installed. Side plates were one piece and sloped8. Driver's
vision port was removed11 and replaced by a rotating periscope. The sides were sloped more to
allow for more inside space. Late production vehicles had the gun cleaning equipment moved
from the tube on the side of the hull to the rear across the engine compartment. This was to
help prevent downward deflection through the hull roof. Flame trap exhaust mufflers were
installed. Additional production information Panzerkampfwagen V, Ausf. It was used extensively
during the last year of World War II and saw service for many years afterwards with the armies
of Soviet allies around the world. It was developed in as an improvement to the SU , built on the
same chassis as the T tank. It was designed and built at the UZTM Russian abbreviature ;;;; for
;;;;;;;;; ;;;;; ;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;; ;;;; - Ural Heavy Machinery Factory, also called Uralmash in
Yekaterinburg. The SU quickly proved itself to be among the best self-propelled anti-tank guns
of World War II, able to penetrate mm 4. That concludes our trip, thanks for coming along for the
ride, I hope you enjoyed this post. Last edited by Feuer Frei! Been meaning to post these, so
this be the place then. Lucky Jack. Gotta love the old Mark Is Slow, unreliable, prone to getting
stuck in the most unfortunate places. IIRC at the Battle of the Somme, out of the tanks that were
sent out, only two I think actually attacked their targets, the others either got lost, got stuck, or
attacked their own trenches. The Mark V was the pinnacle of the design, although the
International Tank, the Mark VIII 'Liberty' had some nice features, such as the
compartmentalization of the engine from the rest of the crew, thus taking away some of the
noise and fumes. The Matilda was another lovely tank, often underrated because she was
overtaken by technology, firepower and tactics, however during the Battle of France she was
one of the most powerful tanks in the field. None of the German anti-tank guns could stop her,
the shells just bounched off. Then they hit upon using the 88mm flak guns and that stopped the
Matildas cold I do, of course, refer to the Mark II Matilda Elite Spam Hunter. Very nice Pete, as
we both would call each other "Kettengesicht" Here is some German reading. Originally Posted
by danasan. Very nice Pete, as we both would call each other "Kettengesicht". I've once done a
jump like that during a night exercise. So we just jumped down from a bunker's top which
provides safety for the staff moving the targets on the shooting range That stunt was already 4
bumpers in the front. Danasan - Leopard driver? I remember seeing the guys at Ft. Knox
jumping M1s on the live fire range while in Basc Training, as part of the vehicle familiarization
training, just marvelling at the fact that they were getting some-odd tons of armoured vehicle
cadilac srx 2006
2002 volvo s60 headlight
ford aeromax
airborne No one really can understand just how much really inflexible bits of armoured vehicle
there are to slam bits of you into until they've been there and done it. It's really remarkable, the
places you find bruises afterwards. Silent Hunter. Awesome thread! Much more fun than what
has been here lately. Been reading up on tanks again since getting Steel Fury last year. Mostly
WWII obviously but modern stuff as well. Danasan very cool stuff there. All times are GMT The
time now is PM. Contact Us - Subsim. User Name. Remember Me? Forget password? Reset
here. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by Feuer Frei! Dowly It's an alpaca, ok? Find
More Posts by Dowly. Find More Posts by Oberon. Find More Posts by danasan. Quote:
Originally Posted by danasan Very nice Pete, as we both would call each other "Kettengesicht".
Quote: Originally Posted by danasan Find More Posts by Growler. Find More Posts by joea.
Quote: Originally Posted by danasan Danasan - Leopard driver? Posting Rules.

